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When nearly 100 prospective jurors descend on the  
federal courthouse in San Francisco in two weeks f 
or the perjury trial of home run king Barry Bonds,  
they might as well leave their iPhones, Blackberries  
and other digital necessities at home. 
 
These potential jurors, called to do their civic duty,  
face far more than the difficult task of possibly  
deciding the fate of one of the most famous athletes  
in Bay Area history. They will have to forgo their  
Facebook, turn off their Twitter and go without their  
Google. 
 
The Bonds trial may be the starkest example yet of  
the escalating tension courts nationwide are  
confronting as they cope with the collision between  
social media and the justice system's quest for fair  
trials. If these jurors wind up chosen for the  
monthlong Bonds trial, set to begin March 21, they  
will be ordered to steer clear entirely of anything  
that could poison their view of the case with  
material from outside the courtroom of U.S. District  
Judge Susan Illston. 
 
Basically, they will need to cut themselves off from  
the information age. At least that is the outline of  
what Bonds' defense team is seeking in a proposed  
instruction filed last week that would warn potential j 
urors and, later, the actual jury that they risk c 
ontempt, jail or fines for doing any online research  
or communicating via "writing, the telephone, e- 
mail, Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, instant  
messaging, Blackberry messaging, iPhones,  
iTouches, Google, Yahoo ...  
 
or any other form of electronic communication for  
any purpose whatsoever." 
 

For the Bonds trial, lawyers are trying to cover all  
the bases. 
 
"There is so much on the Internet about this case  
that it seemed prudent to be explicit about the limits  
of what people can and can't do," said Allen Ruby,  
Bonds' lead lawyer. 
 
Experts say the extraordinary request to make sure  
the jury does not venture into cyberspace to either  
research or Facebook or tweet about their jury duty  
reflects the threat that social media can pose in such  
a high-profile case. Judges around the country have  
embraced similar instructions, trying to keep jurors  
from blogging, tweeting or posting on Facebook. 
 
One San Diego judge has taken to forcing jurors to  
give up their phones when they arrive each day so  
they won't text or post on the Web from the jury  
box. Such worries have been justified. There have  
been plenty of examples of wayward jurors reaching  
into their smartphones to cause problems. 
 
The California Supreme Court last month began  
exploring whether to review allegations that a  
juror's Facebook postings may have tainted a major  
gang trial in Sacramento last year. A Florida appeals  
court reversed a manslaughter conviction last fall  
because a juror improperly looked up a definition  
on his iPhone. A study by Reuters Legal last year  
found at least 90 verdicts have been challenged  
around the country because of Internet-related juror  
misconduct over a 10-year period.  
 
Judges have always warned jurors to avoid  
discussing a case, reading newspapers and  
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listening to television and radio during trials. But  
the task, experts say, has become much harder with  
the advent of social media and tools such as  
Wikipedia. 
 
"You have to tell them why you can't do it," said  
Thaddeus Hoffmeister, a University of Dayton law  
professor whose proposed instructions were used  
as a model by Bonds' lawyers. "You can't just tell  
them not to do it. Especially in a case like Barry  
Bonds. You may get an e-mail from someone who  
doesn't even know you're a juror. It's much harder  
to escape that than before." 
 
Adds Elizabeth Foley, president of the American  
Society of Trial Consultants: "It's the social network,  
it's a different phenomenon. If you get a tweet,  
boom, there it is. If there is a chain of conversation  
on Facebook, there it is. You see it. The lawyers and  
judges are going to have to take this social media  
issue on as clearly and explicitly as possible." 
 
There is ample reason for Bonds' defense team to do  
its best to keep jurors from straying from the  
evidence they hear in the courtroom. Much of what  
has been written and said about Bonds will not be  
allowed in the trial. For example, Illston has barred  
prosecutors from introducing several drug tests that  
purport to show Bonds tested positive for steroids  
in 2000 and 2001; he is accused of lying to a  
federal grand jury in 2003 about using steroids. 
 
That type of information could easily crop up in a  
Google search. Facebook and Twitter could be  
fertile ground for information jurors should not  
consider in reaching their verdict. 
 
Former San Francisco Chief Judge Vaughn Walker,  
who retired in February after two decades on the  
bench, said there are similarities to warning jurors  
not to head off to a library to research material on  
their own, calling the social media "qualitatively the  
same problem. 
 
"It simply makes this kind of thing easier to do," he  
said. 
 
But Walker and most other experts express concern  
about warning jurors they would be held in  
contempt and face jail if they violated the warning in  
the Bonds case, with several calling that "extreme."  
As Walker put it, "I wouldn't go that far." 
 
Illston has yet to sign off on the Bonds' team's  

proposed instruction. But whether jurors can resist  
the temptation of that tweet or Facebook post is a  
matter of considerable debate. Foley, for one, is  
convinced jurors will sneak a peek at something. 
 
Walker, however, holds a different view. 
 
"I've found in 21 years working with juries that they  
were very conscientious about their instructions,"  
he said. "But this ups the pressure on the judge to  
be more careful in the jury selection process." 
 
Contact Howard Mintz at 408-286-0236 
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